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WEEKLY KICK OFF

As this is the third Monday of the month, please consider sharing or re-sharing the Monthly 
Kick-O� activity. Additionally, a three-minute recap of the previous weeks may add extra 
context to this week and help connect the dots around the monthly theme.

Ability to show students the monthly video if you haven’t already (or as a refresher).
Prep Time: 5 min

1) SHARE THIS WEEK’S THEME WITH STUDENTS:  
 “CHANGE IT UP”

2)  ASK:

• What’s the first thing you think of when you hear the word “CHANGE”?
• How would you describe the idea of “CHANGE”?
• Do you like “CHANGES”? Why or why not?
• What kind of “CHANGES” do you like most? Which do you like least?
• Who can share a little bit about a time that something “CHANGED” in your life?
• Do you think “CHANGE” comes from the inside, the outside, or both? In other words, is “CHANGE”  
 something that just happens to us or is it something that we make happen? 
• If both, does it make a di�erence if “CHANGE” comes from the inside or outside? How so?
• How do you think “CHANGE” can help us?
• What do you think we’ll be “CHANGING” this week?



- HENRY FORD

IF YOU ALWAYS DO WHAT YOU’VE ALWAYS 
DONE YOU’LL ALWAYS GET WHAT YOU’VE 
ALWAYS GOT.
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4)

5)

EXPLAIN HOW THIS WEEK SUPPORTS THE MONTH’S THEME OF “MONDAY 
GETS GOING”:

PRESENT THE WEEKLY GOALS:

• This month’s theme is all about taking action; taking responsibility for creating the full life we   
 envision for ourselves, those we care about, and the world 
• It’s also about making things happen – and that might just require making some “CHANGES” and   
 trying new things
• Part of this challenge is to see things in a new way
• We can actually practice seeing things when we make “CHANGES” 
• The “CHANGES” don’t have to be big. Even the smallest “CHANGE” can lead us down a new path of 
 discovery and exploration 
• So let’s “GET GOING” and “CHANGE IT UP”

• Identify our habits – both “good” and “bad”
• Understand our routines and decide whether they serve us well or need to be refreshed for 
 our benefit
• Try something new or di�erent with a sense of adventure and discovery
• Commit to making at least one meaningful change this week
• Reflect on how it feels to change or to try something new or di�erent
• Help others to welcome change as an opportunity to discover and experience new things 
 and possibilities
• Connect “CHANGING IT UP” with how it helps us and others to “GET GOING”

News flash: Humans are creatures of habit. Don’t ask us; just ask a bunch of researchers who are 
much smarter than we are. Or your teachers and family could surely tell you as well. And, yes there 
are good habits and bad habits, but that is not what we want to talk about here. Instead, we want to 
get to the bottom of what habits really are. You see, humans are drawn to doing things again and 
again, like walking the same way to school every day or eating the same cereal for breakfast Monday 
through Friday, because it takes the thinking out of life. Our brains are already working hard with so 
much information and having to process it all that the more habits we actually have, the less it has to 
work overtime. Routines are mindless. They are simple. They work for us. But so does a little 
adventure.  Change keeps us on our toes, it forces us to get involved, and it works out our brains in 
new ways. So, this week, it’s time to CHANGE IT UP. Try a new activity. Take a di�erent route. Taste 
some new food. Start a new hobby. You get to pick... because you can. So have fun with it. Discover. 
Then think about how it felt. Don’t judge yourself. Enjoy being and doing di�erent. Not all of life 
needs to be a routine. Changing it up matters.

3)  READ THE WEEKLY INTRODUCTION ALOUD OR ASK A STUDENT TO DO SO:


